
Chapter 1

Graphs



Section 2
Intercepts and Symmetry



Review:
We have already found x-intercepts and y-intercepts by looking at the graph.
We have also used a calculator to approximate intercepts.

**y-intercept  value function
**x-intercept  zero function

Now, we are going to find x and y-intercepts using the equation.

To find the x-intercept: 
plug in 0 for y & solve for x

To find the y-intercept:
plug in 0 for x & solve for y



Example 1 – Finding Intercepts from an Equation

Find the x-intercept(s) and y-intercept(s) of the graph of y = x2 – 4

x-int: y-int:
Plug in 0 for y Plug in 0 for x



Test an Equation for Symmetry

A graph is said to be symmetric with the x-axis if, for every point (x, y) on the 
graph the point (x, -y) is also on the graph.

Ex.

*The points (1, 3) and (1, -3) are symmetric about the x-axis

*If you folded the graph over the x-axis, the top would lay directly on top of the 
bottom



Test an Equation for Symmetry

A graph is said to be symmetric with respect to the y-axis if for every point (x, y) 
on the graph, the point (-x, y) is also on the graph.

Ex.

*The points (-2, 15) and (2, 15) are symmetric about the y-axis

*If you folded the graph over the y-axis, the left would lay directly on top of the 
right



Test an Equation for Symmetry

A graph is said to be symmetric with respect to the origin if for every point (x, y) 
on the graph, the point (-x, -y) is also on the graph.

Ex.

*The points (1, 1.5) and (-1, -1.5) are symmetric about the origin

*Can fold down then left or up then right and they will be the same. 



How to Test for Symmetry

If x-axis: Replace every y by –y and simplify  if equal equations then it is 
symmetric to the x-axis

If y-axis: Replace every x by –x and simplify  if equal equations then it is 
symmetric to the y-axis

If origin: Replace every x by –x and y by –y and simplify  if equal equations 
then it is symmetric to the origin



Example 3 – Testing an Equation for Symmetry

Test y =
𝑥2−4

𝑥2+1
for symmetry.

X-axis:

Y-axis:

Origin:



Test the Following Graphs for Symmetry

x-axis: yes (same on top & bottom) x-axis: no
y-axis: yes (same on left & right) y-axis: yes (same on L & R)
origin: yes (same in I & III, same in II & IV) origin: no



EXIT SLIP

symmetric about origin

 2 cases

 x & y are both yes

 x & y are both no

Not symmetric about origin

 1 case

 different symmetry for x & y (1 yes, 1 no)


